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Let F denote the bundle of vectors tangent to the leaves of a codimension q 
foliation on a manifold iI4, and V a vector field on M. The notation [V, F] C F will 
mean that the backet of V and any section of F is also a section of F. 
We will say that Vpreserves F if V and Fare linearly independent at each point 
and [V, F] c F. In this case V and F span a foliation of codimension q - 1, which will 
be denoted {F, V). 
Let Vt, . . . . Vk be commuting vector fields, i.e. [v, c] =0 Vi, j. We will say 
VI, *a*, V, preserve F if V,, . . . . Vk and F are linearly independent and each vi 
preserves F. In this case {F, V,, . . . . Vk} is a foliation of codimension q-k. 
Our main result is that certain exotic classes of foliations are obstructions to the 
existence of such vector fields. 
The exotic classes are usually described as the cohomology of a differential 
graded algebra WO, and a foliation F gives rise to a map 
H*(WOq) -5-B H*(M) 
(all cohomology will be taken with real coefficients). See [l] for details. J. Vey has 
described a set of representatives in WO, for a basis of H*(WOq). 
These representatives are of the form 
h,C, for I= (it, . . . . i,), J= {j,, . . . . j,] 
where 15 il d q, 15 j, I q, the i’s are odd, i, c i ,+ r, j, 5 j,, ,, i, I (the lowest odd j), 
C, j, I q, and i, + 1, jr > q. The dimension of h,C, is C 2jl + C (2i, - 1). 
Various examples of foliations have been found which detect these classes. See 
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[4], [5] and [8]. The classes are all integrable homotopy invariants, but only some 
are invariants of just homotopy (the ‘rigid’ classes). 
Theorem. If V,, . . . . Vk preserve F. then 
if(l) Ci,>q-k, orif(2) i,>q-kforany 1. 
Remarks. 1. The conclusion of the theorem can also be stated in the more natural 
way: 
aF is zero on the kernel of H*(WO,) +H*(WO,_k) 
(note that the ‘rigid’ classes are the image of this map for k= 1). 
2. If k = 1 and hiCJ (a single h) is in H2q+‘(WOq) then i+j, + a** +j, = q + 1 and 
so the theorem applies if i = 1. In particular, the Godbillon-Vey class is zero (h, Cf). 
Thus the original examples of Roussarie-Godbillon-Vey cannot be preserved by a 
vector field. Also, the recent examples of Thurston [8], Heitsch [4], Kamber- 
Tondeur [5], etc. are each obstructed from being preserved by some number of 
vector fields because of the non-vanishing of certain exotic classes. 
The examples of Heitsch and Thurston are of the form {F, V}. The theorem there 
says that certain exotic classes for the smaller foliations Fare zero. In fact, it is well 
known, for other reasons, that all the classes vanish for F. 
3. If k 1 q/2 then all exotic classes vanish. This is because, for any exotic class, 
We present wo proofs of the theorem. The first uses the connection definition [I] 
of the classes and techniques imilar to those of Heitsch [4] and Lazarov [7]. 
The second’ uses the Haefliger classifying space BI’, [3]. In this proof the hypo- 
theses may be slightly weakened to 
VI: preserves {F, Vt, . . . . I$_ ,} for i = 1, . . . . k. 
Proof I 
(Only condition 1 will be proved.) 
This proof consists of showing that the existence of the k vector fields allows a 
choice of a special Bott connection on the normal bundle to F. 
Definition. A connection I7 on the normal bundle to F is called Vi, . . . . V, basic (or 
V-basic) if it is a Bott connection and in addition [7?s = n[v,S], i = 1, . . . . k. Here n 
is the projection from r(M) to the normal bundle and s’is a vector field on M such 
that n(f) =s. 
’ Conversations with D. Tischler were helpful for this proof. 
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Lemma 1. There exist Y-basic connections. 
Proof. Let ( , > be a Riemannian metric on M in which VI, . . . , Vk are orthogonal and 
F is orthogonal to V,, . . . , Vk. Let D be any Bott connection on the normal bundle. 
Let Y be any vector field on M. Write 
y=i (Xv;) -yi+ Y, 
i=l (Vi, Vi) 
where Y, is orthogonal to V,, . . . . Vk. Then 
defines a V-basic connection. 
Remarks. 1. We can use such a basic connection to construct aF. In particular, at 
the level of forms, aF(C,)=CJ(Kr), the invariant polynomial C, applied to the 
curvature matrix Kr). 
2. One can actually show that the exotic classes hiCJ (single i) for {F, V,, . . . . V,} 
can be computed using such a V on the normal bundle to F and a Riemannian con- 
nection. Let G = (6 V,, . . . . I$}. 
Lemma 2. There exist local coordinates {x,, . . . , xP, zI, . . . , z~, yl, . . . , y,_ J J$*ith 
(i) y, = constant, . . . . y,_ k = constant defines the leaves of G. 
(ii) 2, = constant, . . . , zk = constant, yi = constant, . . . . yq_k = constant defines 
the leaves of F. 
(iii) vi= I?/&; +/Ii where A; is tangent o F. 
Let us assume the lemma. Then the main theorem will follow from the next 
theorem applied to the polynomial C,. We let V be a V-basic connection on the 
normal bundle to F. 
Theorem 3. Let 9 be an ad-invariant polynomial on gl(q) of degree >q - k. Then 
the differential form 9(Kr) is identically zero. 
Proof. {VI, . . . . vk, d/&, . . . . a/dyq_k} is a local framing for the normal bundle to F 
(we suppressed the n in front of these vector fields). The tangent vectors 13/%u,. . . . , 
a/ax, locally span the tangent space to F. We study the connection and curvature 
matrix relative to this framing. 
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since I$ preserves F (remember, rr is projection on the normal bundle to F). 
Finally 
Now Ai is tangent to F, thus Ai is a linear combination of a/&~,, .. ..a&. and, 
hence, SO is [Ai, a/a_Yj] and SO n[Ai, d/d_~jJ =O. Thus V,a/8yj =O. SO Vq and V8/8& 
vanish on Fand VI, . . . . Vk and so the local connection and curvature matrix lie in the 
ideal forms defining the codimension q-k foliation G. Thus rp(K~) = 0 if cp has 
degree greater than y - k. 
Proof of Lemma 2. First choose (Xi, . . . , xp, wI, . . . . wq} local coordinates with 
WI = --. = wq = constant defining the leaves of F. Write 
vi= C U;j &+ Cbij&=Ai+Bi. 
J J 
[a/ax,, V;:] is tangent to F and therefore is a linear combination of ~3/8xt, . .. . a/ax,. 
Thus 6%,/8x, = 0 Vi, i, 1. Thus b, is a function of wI, . . . . wq alone. Now 
[Ai, A,] is tangent o Fand so is a linear combination of the C~/C~X’S alone. Since 6, is 
a function of the w’s only, [Ai, B,] and [Bi, A,] are linear combinations of the 
a/ax’s alone. But Bi and Bj are linear combinations of the 8/13w’s alone with coeffi- 
cients depending only on the W’S. Thus [Bi, Bj] =O. So B1, . . . . Bk are commuting 
vector fields in Rq (with wl, . . . . wq as coordinates). Thus, in wI, . . . . wq space, we can 
find new local coordinates tr, . . . . zq such that ~/&z, = B,, . . . . a/&zk = Bk. Then L$ = 
Ai+a/&i with Ai tangent to F. Thus tk+r=-** =tq = constant define the leaves of 
{F,B,, . . . . Bk) which is the same as G. Now we rename yI = zk + t, . . . , yq- k = zq and 
we have our desired coordinate system. 
Proof 2 
We start with the case of one vector field. Our main lemma is: 
Lemma 4. Under the conditions of the theorem with k = 1, the map P classifying F 
lifts to 
/’ B&-l / / / 




where the lift cIass$ies (F, V>. (From here on, 2 will denote the classifying map 
for X.) 
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The map Br,_ , + Bf, can be viewed in a number of ways. The simplest is by con- 
sidering the inclusion Diff RQ-* G Diff Rq by using the identity on the last factor. In 
terms of a r,_ ,-cocycle {U,, f,, yap) on a space X, [3], where 
Yap: u,nufi4rq-I, 
one obtains a r,-cocycle by taking 
y,pxid: U,flU,-+f, 
where 
Proof of Lemma 4. First we prove the special case for F the point foliation. This r, 
structure is given by the transition functions of the tangent bundle r of M. 
We then want the following diagram to commute: 
(Actually homotopy commutativity since the maps are only defined up to homo- 
toPY.) 
To do this we define an intermediary map 
7 
MxR - BI- n 
which classifies the foliation given by the vector field P=(V, 0) on MxR. (From 
here on 8 will denote the foliation on a product given by crossing with the point 
foliation on all other factors). 
Sublemma. The following diagram commutes: 
where i is inclusion of M into M x { 0) and n is projection. 
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Proof. Part (1) of the diagram is more or less obvious: 
Choose charts for M, 
(a,: c/,-R” such that (D: = constant, . . . , (0: = constant 
defines the integral curves for V. Then on M x R we have charts 
@‘a; U,xR-R”” 
given by 
8,(x, 0 = (V,(X), t). 
Then 
@,‘= constant, . . . , ~$3,“” = constant 
define the integral curves for l? 
The associated f structures are obtained by taking germs of the transition 
functions pap. From this it is clear that 
commutes and hence that (jOcpap} is the same 5cocycle as {pUp= i}. This implies 
that the classifying maps are homotopic. For part (2) of the diagram, note that for 
the vector field g//at = (0, a/&) on A4 x R. The diagram 
commutes, by reasoning similar to that used for part (1). 
Thus, the proof is reduced to showing that G is homotopic to g/at. 
To do this we show that vand a/at define concordant foliations. Recall that con- 
cordance means that there is a foliation (of the same codimension) on the manifold 
cross (0, l] which is transverse to both ends and which induces the given foliations 
there. 
The required concordance will be a composition of two concordances: 
(1) Between J/a/at and P+ 8/&. 
(2) Between v+ $/at and L? 
For (l), take the 2-dimensional foliation on M x R x [0, l] spanned by sp+ z/at and 
g/at + tl? (Here s is the [0, II-parameter.) These vector fields commute and hence 
span a 2-dimensional foliation. It is transverse to Mx R x (0) and Mx R x { 1) 
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because of the presence of 8//as. For s=O the induced foliation is $/at and for s= 1 
P+ $/at is induced. 
For (2), we need auxiliary C” functions rp, IJI : [0, l] -+ [0, l] with properties 
~(0) = 0, ~(1) = 1, w(0) = w(1) = 1, and t&)cp’(s) =0 Vs. This can be done, for 
example, by taking 
co(s)=0 0%5lf, 
P(S) = 1 jZSSS 1, 
w(s) = 0 +5s5+. 
Then the vector fields P+ p(s) 8//at and w(s) 818s +$/at commute and are linearly 
independent everywhere on Mx R x [0, 11. The foliation they span is transverse to 
M x R x (0) and A4 x R x { 1) and induce the required foliations there. 
This completes the proof for the foliation of M by points (sublemma). 






The top and bottom parts are easy modifications of the previous case. For the 
middle part use the concordances 
and 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The main theorem now is an easy consequence. Given V,, . . . , Vk such that K 
preserves {F, VI, . . . . V,_r) for i= 1, . . . . k, we use induction on the lemma. 
The result is a lift of the classifying map of F: 
B&-k 
M’ F ’ srq 
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Now use naturality of the exotic classes in the form of the diagram 
(The horizontal maps on the right are induced by the universal Fstructures.) Thus 
ker r c ker c+. 
To get the final result one computes r by the formulas 
r(M = h/, r(G) = C,, 1 slrq-k, 
r(h) = 0, r(G) = 0, I>q-k. 
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